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CAN YOU GUESS WHAT I AM 
THINKING?

Inferring Imagined Speech from EEG

● Automatic Recognition of imagined speech from brain (covert 
speech - thinking in form of sound, without muscle or articulatory 
movements).

● Provides vocal communication strategies for controlling devices 
through speech commands interpreted from brain signals, 
Neuro-prosthetic help, Equips people with ‘voice to thoughts’.
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DATASET: Imagined speech EEG data corresponding to 
7 phonemic/syllabic (/iy/, /piy/, /tiy/, /diy/, /uw/, /m/, /n/ ) 
as well as 4 words (pat, pot, knew, gnaw) of 14 participants, 
with each  prompt  presented  11  times  to  each  individual.

(from KARA ONE Dataset published by University of Toronto)

We specifically perform five binary classification tasks: 

1. presence/absence of bilabial
2. presence/absence of nasal
3. presence/absence of consonant (closed vocal tract)
4. presence/absence of /uw/
5. presence/absence of /iy/

Subject-independent classification of 
phonological  categories 
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Attempt to follow neural pathway behind speech.

Higher cognitive processes underlying speech involve : 

(1) frequent exchange between different parts of brain [encoded here in terms 
of joint variability inside Channel Cross-covariance matrix (CCV)]

(2) Incorporation of intermediate feedback loops [modeled here through 
backprops in intermediate CNN-RNN] 

(3) utilization of past information stored [here, through LSTM] 

(4) hierarchical combination of several feature extractors [implemented 
through hierarchical mixture of different networks]

Motivation for proposed mixed Neural Network
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   PROPOSED MIXED NEURAL NETWORK

tSNE Feature Visualization
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Performance Analysis

(Train-Dev-Test:80-10-10 split)
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Performance Comparison
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Conclusion

● We  report  a  novel  hierarchical  deep  neural  network  architecture  
composed  of  parallel  CNN-LSTM and a deep autoencoder for 
phonological  prediction  from  imagined  speech  EEG  data. 

● Previous approaches mostly deal with subject dependent classification 
of EEG into discrete vowel or word labels.

● This work investigates a subject-invariant mapping of EEG data with 
different phonological categories, varying widely in terms of underlying 
articulator motions (eg: involvement or non-involvement of lips and 
velum, variation of tongue movements etc)
   

● Not only does our model outperform the existing method by 22.51%, 
but also shows sufficient reliability and  robustness  based  on  our  
methodic  analyses.

● Our ability to  successfully  exploit  phonological  information suggests 
existence of underlying articulatory footprints associated with active 
thoughts.  
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